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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Telzio Small Business Phone System Offers More Enterprise Benefits with
Free Conference Call Feature

Telzio includes free conference call feature for all users to easily create conference bridges and host
conference calls over VoIP.

Los Angeles, California, USA – January 6, 2014 – Telzio announces more advantages for small businesses by                

including the free conference call feature with all plans. Telzio brings feature-rich telecommunication solutions             

to small businesses while significantly reducing phone expenses and eliminating IT setup and hardware             

requirements. Telzio’s conference call services bring even more benefits to companies with teleconferencing            

needs by allowing users to host conference calls over VoIP.

Telzio provides hosted business phone systems with professional features that were previously only accessible             

by large enterprises. Before Telzio, companies paid tens of thousands of dollars to develop custom phone               

systems to meet their business needs. Today, Telzio offers complete business phone systems with all the               

features available to Fortune 500 companies that can be used by anyone at minimal cost.

Designed with the small business owner in mind, Telzio can be used to forward calls, connect to an IP phone,                   

filter calls through a menu or opening hours, make conference calls, and route calls. Unlike most VoIP providers                 

who charge extra for additional features and users, Telzio includes all features and unlimited users with every                

plan, so small businesses can easily scale their phone system as their business grows.

To take advantage of the conference call service, users can sign up for a monthly plan as low as $1 per month by                      

choosing a new phone number or by porting in an existing phone number. There’s no downtime when porting in                  

numbers, and there are no contracts so users can cancel or port their numbers out anytime. Telzio also offers                  

toll free numbers from $5 per month that come with all features and can also be used to host conference calls.

Setting up conference calls is extremely easy and done directly through the user dashboard through a few                

simple clicks. Users can invite callers to join a conference call by providing them with the phone number and a                   

PIN code. Callers dial in like a regular phone call and enter the PIN to be connected to the phone meeting. Once                     

the conference call is completed, users can choose to keep the conference bridge for future use, edit it or delete                   

it permanently right through their web browser.

Anyone can see how easy it is to use Telzio’s conference call feature at Telzio.com/demo. It takes less than 5                   

minutes to set up a complete phone system for a small business, and Telzio’s friendly chat support is always                  

ready to help.
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MAKE YOUR SMALL BUSINESS SOUND BIG

About Telzio
Telzio is the next generation, business VoIP phone system focused on serving companies from 1 to 500                

employees. Developed in early 2013 as an end-user solution, Telzio is the first VoIP provider to truly bring                 

enterprise level features combined with a consumer level interface and convenient pricing to small businesses.              

With a 99.999% uptime and local calling rates on all international calls to any country in the world, Telzio                  

provides reliable, cost efficient VoIP service through a highly developed, carrier-grade platform and last-mile             

pricing.

Visit https://telzio.com for more info.
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